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Once a celebrity takes Nicolae Carpathiaâ€™s mark, the stakes are raised to reach those yet

undecided. Vicki and the Stateside Young Trib Force must decide if they will risk their lives to help

believers held by the Global Community police force. Nicolae Carpathia prepares for another horrific

display of terror that sends Israelis and Christ-followers rushing from Jerusalem in search of safety.

Follow the Young Trib Force as they try to help others see the truth and struggle to survive the

deadly consequences of refusing to obey the worldâ€™s most evil ruler.The events in Deceived

parallel those that occur in the bestselling book Desecration.
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There are some characters killed in this book, that should not have happened.In the Left Behind

kids series, there are sometimes characters that are significant for awhile, but then forgotten for a

long time, which is quite frustrating. In this book there are a few that are seen again for the first time

in a long time. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s nice to see them again.Like the main series, the Left Behind kids series is

based on Biblical prophecy. But there are things that they sort of treat as prophecy, but are not

found anywhere in the Bible, to my knowledge at least. A good example of this is the character

Micah who comes along in this book, just like in the main series.



I'm reading through the whole series on Kindle and this one is not on Kindle. WHY NOT? I know this

isn't a review, but I've been enjoying this series and am annoyed to have to stop and move on to

something else without finishing this.

I enjoyed this installment immensely even knowing most of what would happen from the adult

series; it's still from an entirely different point of view with different details. reading them together is a

blessing to the younger people to whom I get a chance to witness.

I have read this series and the adult versions multiple times. They will make you cry, laugh, wonder,

leave breathless and bring you closer to the lord.highly recommended read for all ages. A little

pricey though. I want to read the adult version again, but not going to buy them a third time.

Am very, very disappointed three books in the Young Tribulation series are not available for Kindle.I

have read all of the books so far on my Kindle & when I got to Deceived discovered these three,

"Deceived, Hunted, and Arrived are not published in Kindle edition. It is strange because Protected

is available for Kindle and in falls between Deceived & Hunted.Now I have to switch from Kindle to

paperback! I was so hoping to purchase the whole series and store in on my Kindle!Please, please

release to Kindle.Thank you!

Would like this book for my Kindle reader. Found ebook format under publisher Tyndale but cannot

seem to purchase it.

I bought this book for my daughter, she seems to be enjoying the series. I know I enjoyed the adult

version of same series. Very happy with our purchase, will be buying more when ready for next

book.

Finally received item after over a months waiting period. Great book, but disappointed by  service.

The series is great and recommend for most ages.
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